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Classification of proteins into COG categories based on n-gram patterns

Ulfeta Marovac, Nenad Mitić, and Miloš Beljanski

Experimental verification of the method
Proteins which belong to the class of bacteria Prochorales, are used

Introduction
Proteins can be defined as (biological) sequences defined over 20 Using this transformations on n-grams set of n-grams which are 

extracted from proteins will be mapped in set of pairs (BAA 
Proteins which belong to the class of bacteria Prochorales, are used
for experiment verification of the proposed method. The dataset
contains 8 genomes with 11387 proteins for the model set and 4
genomes with 5230 for the test set. Patterns which described
characteristic n-gram for proteins belonging to certain COG
category are extracted. The quality of extracted patterns depends
on a variety of factors. The following table (Table 1) shows
depending quality of the length n (TP- true positive, FP-false
positive).Table 2 accompanies the results of the use of the

Proteins can be defined as (biological) sequences defined over 20
letters (amino acid) alphabet Aak. One of the possible classifications of
proteins by their function related to their contents is in a certain
cluster of orthologous groups (COGs): Information storage and
processing (Isp), Cellular processes (Cp), Metabolism (Me), Poorly
characterized (Pc). Some proteins are not assigned to any COG group.
This classification is based on the comparison of proteins by their
similarities and primary structures. Each COG group consist of
number of functional categories (26 in total, Fig 1).

Using this transformations on n-grams set of n-grams which are 
extracted from proteins will be mapped in set of pairs (BAA 
sequence, n) according to the following formula:

аi ->(BAA_f(аi), | аi |)= (BAA_f(аi), | аi |)=(bj,n).
Let sp be sequential pattern defined with BAA sequence bj and
length n. With sp are described all n-grams which have n letter
from subset of Aak defined with bj . The statistical significance of
the pattern sp depends on the number of possible sequences that
satisfy it.
By applying the function BAA_f it is reduced the number of possible

positive).Table 2 accompanies the results of the use of the
predictor of based on the obtained model of classification which is
applied to proteins that are unclassified.

number of functional categories (26 in total, Fig 1).

Experimental determination of a
biological sequence function is a long
and an expensive process. There are
various software packages for
determining protein COG category.
Each new protein is compared with
previously classified proteins using
BLAST. Most suitable methods for

By applying the function BAA_f it is reduced the number of possible
n-grams (20n) to the number of possible subsets of the set Аак of n,
n-1,… , 1 elements:

For example, for n = 4 the number of different 4-grams is 160000,
while the number of different BAA sequences is 6195.
A theoretically this problem can be obtained through the
perspective of Boolean algebra. Let B = P(Aak) be the powerset of
A . Then structure (B, ∪,∩,0, 1) is Boolean algebra, where 0 is the
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 Table 1. Quality of model of classification depend of length n 

BLAST. Most suitable methods for
analyzing sequences are those based
on n-gram techniques.

Table 2. Results of Protein Predictors by Functional Categories

Figure 1. COG functional 
categories. 

ak
Aak. Then structure (B, ∪,∩,0, 1) is Boolean algebra, where 0 is the
empty BAA sequence and 1 is the BAA sequence of length 20 which
contains all amino acids. Let bj be a BAA sequence extracted from
the protein that belongs to certain protein group A, ei be a BAA
sequence extracted from the proteins belonging to the other
protein groups, x be a sequential pattern of n-grams in proteins
from the group A. Then x is contained in some bj and there is no ei
which contains x ,so x can be obteined as solution of the
generalsed system of Boolean equations:

Aim
By the analysis of overlapping n-grams of proteins, the n-grams that
characterize proteins in a certain category of proteins can be
extracted. Data processing and storing very quickly overcome

Conclusion
The advantage of the new method is in its avoidance of
sequence-sequence comparison and in extracting of patterns

generalsed system of Boolean equations:

For each COG category, the sequential patterns sp defined above
are extracted. The selected patterns are added to a corresponding
COG category and describe sequences of certain length, which have
previously appeared in that COG category only, not in the proteins
of other COG categories.
On the basis of the proposed method, the predictor for

extracted. Data processing and storing very quickly overcome
technical abilities, take too much time. Therefore, the goal of the
work is to define a model which characterize protein from the
specific functional category, with reducing the dimensions of the
problem and receives as more precision result for predicting
functional category. The method proposed improves separation of
n-grams characteristic for proteins of corresponding COG categories.

Proposed method sequence-sequence comparison and in extracting of patterns
which are characteristic for proteins of the corresponding COG
category. The presented method significantly reduces the
number of processed n-grams in comparison to previously used
methods of n-gram analysis. Thus more memory space is
provided and less time for protein procession is necessary.
Predictor shown satisfactory results, with the maximal precision
of 99% reached for some proteins.

On the basis of the proposed method, the predictor for
determination of the corresponding COG category for a new
protein can be implemented. Patterns must satisfy the appropriate
quality that the predictor with a certain reliability can join a
functional protein category.

Proposed method
The n-gram mapping was done to reduce the number of processed
n-grams. Let BAA_f be function that maps n-gram ai in BAA
sequence bj which represent set of amino acids which are contained
in n-gram ai .
Examples: BAA_f(< AAAE >) =< AE >;

BAA_f(< DQAEE >)=<AEQD>; 


